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United States Patent Office 3,516,181 
Patented June 23, 1970 

1. 

3,516,181 
PROTECTIVE FOOTGEAR 

Robert D. Jordan, Balboa Island, Calif., assignor to the 
United States of America as represented by the Secre 
tary of the Navy 

Filed May 5, 1959, Ser. No. 811,234 
nt. CI. A43b 3/10, 3/12, F4h 5/08 

U.S. C. 36-7.5 11. Claims 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

This invention relates to improvements in protective 
footgear of the type disclosed in pat. application Ser. 
No. 703,465, filed Dec. 17, 1957 by Frederick J. Lewis, 
Lawrence R. Holland and John F. Quinlan for Protective 
Footgear. 

Since the introduction of buried charges and "booby' 
trapped munitions there has been a need for some method 
to protect the lower limbs and feet of combatant troops 
from the blast effect and fragmentation associated with 
the detonation of all types of mines-particularly small 
mines which are easily concealed, inexpensive and can be 
planted in large numbers by relatively unskilled person 
nel. In general, a small anti-personnel mine (one con 
taining less than 3 ounces of explosive) will Sever or 
avulse the lower extremities. Whether one or both feet 
are involved depends on several factors, i.e., the amount 
of weight placed on the charge when detonation is effect 
ed, the amount and type of charge, the proximity of the 
feet to the charge, the depth of concealment, etc. Nor 
mally, an individual over or very near the exploding 
charge will lose at least his foot from the ankle down, 
and more frequently will suffer the loss of an entire leg. 

Typical anti-personnel mines tend to rely upon a blast 
effect rather than on fragmentation for their destructive 
properties. Applicants have discovered that by placing a 
deflecting armored wedge between the foot and the ex 
ploding charge the force exerted on the foot can be con 
siderably reduced. The wedge has proved considerably 
more effective than the same thickness of still air between 
the sole of the shoe and the foot. 
An object of the present invention is to provide protec 

tion for the feet and lower limbs. 
Another object is to provide a device which will enable 

troops and mine searching or disposal personnel to tra 
verse mined areas with less difficulty than has formerly 
been possible. 
The advances in orthopedic surgery and treatment can 

accomplish seemingly impossible feats providing there 
is actually some bone, muscle and tissue left to work 
with. Accordingly, it is a further object of this invention 
to provide a footgear which will prevent severance of the 
feet and limbs from the blast force of exploding mines. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a pro 
tective device which may be incorporated either in a spe 
cial armored boot or in an attachment for standard field 
footwear. 
A further object is to provide a reduced area of con 

tact between the ground and the lower surface of the 
protective footgear. 
Yet another object is to stabilize the footing provided 

by the protective footgear for its wearer despite reduction 
in the contact area between said footgear and the ground. 

Other objects and many of the attendant advantages of 
this invention will be readily appreciated as the same 
becomes better understood by reference to the following 
detailed description when considered in connection with 
the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a protective footgear, 
showing a preferred embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cut-away, frontal view thereof; 
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FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating the relation of the keel 

line to the line of the centers of weight of the foot; 
FIG. 4 is another diagram illustrating the relation of 

the keel line to the line of the centers of weight of the 
foot; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the manner in which 
the contour of the keel line can be determined; 

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the footgear as it ap 
pears in use; 

FIGS. 7 and 8 are perspective views from the side and 
front, respectively, of the locking cylinder and the front 
loop employed with the footgear; and 

FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the bottom of a 
Wedge illustrating one particular type of wedge construc 
tion. 

Similar numerals refer to similar parts throughout the 
Several views. 

It has been found that stability can be improved in 
protective footgear of the platform type exemplified in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 703,465, filed Dec. 17, 
1957, and now abandoned. This improvement in sta 
bility permits the elimination of most of the material of 
the supporting hull previously located exteriorly of the 
Wedge, as well as reduction of the area of contact be 
tween the protective footgear and the ground. 
The appearance of the improved protective footgear is 

shown generally in FIG. 1. The armored wedge 20 fits into 
and is supported by a longitudinal support member 22. 
As seen in FIG. 2, the cross-section of the wedge 20 is 
triangular in shape, the angle between the outer surfaces 
of the Wedge sides ranging from forty-five to one hun 
dred degrees and the bottom of the wedge 20 fitting into 
a complementarily shaped slot 21 running along the top 
of the support member 22. The support member 22, which 
can be made of rubber, is rectangular in cross-section and 
preferably treaded on the substantially flat bottom surface 
23 for better traction. The wedge 20 is filled with an 
acoustic filler 24, such as Dylite, which dampens and at 
tenuates shocks transmitted through the sides of the wedge 
20. 
The width of the supporting member 22 need be as 

little as one-quarter to one-third of the width of the shoe 
platform 26 of the protective footgear. Reduction in con 
tact area between the support member 22 and the ground 
is made possible by improving the stability features of the 
footgear. This reduction in contact area permits elimi 
nation of the hull, the latter heretofore being necessary 
to provide sufficient stability for the wearer of the foot 
gear. Elimination of the hull constitutes a distinct ad 
vantage since it reduces the weight of the footgear, pro 
vides less material to be blown away as secondary missiles, 
increases ballistic efficiency (a given weight of explosive 
causes less acceleration of the footgear), simplifies design, 
and reduces cost. Furthermore, reduction in the contact 
area of the support member and the ground reduces the 
probability of contacting the triggering mechanism of an 
explosive device. 

Improvement in stability is effectuated in the following 
ways: 

(1) The location of the keel line (or ridge line) of the 
wedge is optimized for the prevention of the tendency 
of the ankle to turn out; 

(2) The keel line is contoured to facilitate normal foot 
motion while the wearer is walking or running; 

(3) A cross-over strap and an ankle-brace-and-leg 
clamp are employed; and 

(4) The platform 26 of the wedge 22 is contoured to 
complement the shape of the bottom surface of the wear 
er's shoe so that slippage between the shoe and the pro 
tective footgear is reduced. 

FIG. 3 shows the bones of the right foot and their 
spatial relation to the sole of a shoe and the top of the 
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protective footgear. The center-of-weight line 28 of the 
foot is the line joining the center of weight on the ball 
of the foot 30, which lies at the front end of the meta 
tarsal bone of the second toe, and the center of weight on 
the heel 32, which lies on the tuberosity of the calcaneus. 
To correct for the tendency of the angle to turn outward, 
the keel line 34 of the wedge 20 is offset so that the keel 
line 34 lies about one quarter of an inch outwardly of 
the center-of-weight line 28 at the center of weight on the 
heel 32 (along line BB). FIG. 4 illustrates these relations 
in a front view of the foot and the protective footgear. 

FIG. 5 illustrates the manner in which the proper con 
tour of the keel line 34 is obtained. Optimum contour 
of the keel line EBDF and the optimum distance be 
tween foot and keel line is based on two radii AB 33 
and CD 35. A "ball-of-foot radius' AB 33 of about five 
inches in length is swung from the center of weight on 
the ball of the foot 30 (or, in other words, from the axis 
of rotation which exists at the junction of the meta 
tarsal and the second bone of the second toe), and a 
"heel radius' CD 35 of about five inches in length is 
swung from the axis of rotation C about which the proc 
ess of the tuberosity of the calcaneus rotates during the 
normal walking process. The portion of the keel line be 
tween the back of the footgear and line AA (EDB) is a 
line tangent to the arcs generated by the two radii AB 
and CD. The portion of the keel line forward of line AA 
(BF) is partially the arc of a circle developed by radius 
AB and partially a curve shaped to meet the platform 26 
of the wedge 20 at point F, the curve being shaped to 
permit normal foot motion while walking or running. 

FIG. 5 also indicates how the shoe platform 26 of the 
wedge 22 is contoured to compensate for the curve of the 
sole of the wearer's shoe and to provide a depressed por 
tion in which and against which the heel of the shoe 
rests. The contouring of the shoe platform 26 eliminates 
much of the slippage which might otherwise occur be 
tween the sole of the foot and the platform. 
An ankle-brace-and-foot-clamp 36 comprising a pair 

of vertical braces 38, preferably of metal such as alumi 
num or steel, a roughly semicircular band 40, preferably 
of metal, and a strap 42 which loops around the band 40 
and is drawn through a pair of holes 44 near the front 
edges of the band 40, is provided, as shown in FIG. 1. 
The lower ends of the vertical braces 38 can be welded 
to the sides of the wedge 20, which extend up beyond 
the shoe platform 26 along the heel region. The upper 
ends of the braces 38 can be welded to the band 40. 
The strap 42 bears some type of locking device, such as a 
buckle, at its ends. The ankle-brace-and-foot-clamp 36 
serves to provide an additional safeguard against the tend 
ency of the ankle to turn outward and an additional 
means providing secure linkage between the foot and the 
protective footgear. 
FIG. 6 shows the protective footgear strapped to a 

wearer's foot. 
The cross-over strap 44 consists of two sections 45, 

the front end of each section passing through a slot 46 
near the front of the footgear, the slot 46 being formed 
by the extension of a metal loop 48 above the upper 
edge of the side of the wedge 20. The end of the strap 
45 is riveted to a small locking cylinder 50, which fits 
over the part of the upper surface of the sole of the 
wearer's shoe which projects past the toe cap leather. 
The cylinder 50 forces the sole into secure linkage with 
the platform 26 of the protective footgear when the 
strap 45 is pulled tight. 
The strap 45 passes over the toe cap and vamp sections 

of the shoe to the opposite side, where it is passed through 
a slot 52 formed by the extension of another metal loop 
54 above the upper edge of the side of the wedge 20. 
This second metal loop 54 extends above the wedge 20 
near the location of the front edge of the heel of the 
wearer's shoe, The slot 52 is tilted forward to some 
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4. 
extent whereas the front slot 46 is tilted backward to 
some extent. The other end of the strap 45 bears one 
section of a locking device 56, such as a buckle, the com 
plementary section of the locking device 56 being borne 
by the corresponding end of the other section of cross 
over strap 45. Details of the front loop 48 and slot 46, 
the manner in which the strap 45 passes through the 
front loop 48, and the small locking cylinder 50 can 
be seen in FIGS. 7 and 8. 
The wedge 22 employed in this inventive embodiment 

can comprise two sections as shown in FIG. 2 and FIG. 
4. Here the upper section 58, which can be fabricated 
from aluminum, fits into a lower section 60, which is 
made of a metal such as steel to minimize blast effects. 
An alternate method of fabrication of the wedge 20 

is illustrated in FIG. 9. Here two steel sections 62 and 
64, each of which has a long side and a short side, are 
welded together. The short side of each section is ad 
jacent to the long side of the other section. 

Obviously many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 

I claim: 
1. Protective gear for the foot comprising, in com 

bination: a substantially horizontal platform for support 
ing the sole of a foot, the area of said platform being 
somewhat larger than the area of such sole; a wedge 
member, the sides of said wedge member supporting and 
extending convergingly downward from said platform to 
form a longitudinal ridge line, the angle between the 
outer surfaces of the wedge sides ranging from 45 to 
100 degrees; and a longitudinal support member having 
an upper surface formed with a longitudinal slot therein 
and a substantially flat lower surface, the ridge line and 
lower portion of said wedge fitting into said slot and 
thus being supported in an upright position by said sup 
port member, the width of said lower surface being 
approximately one fourth to one third the width of said 
platform. 

2. A device of the type set forth in claim 1, wherein 
a vertical projection of said ridge line intersects the line 
of centers of weight of the foot at the center of weight 
on the ball of the foot and lies proximate but outside 
said line of centers of weight at the center of weight on 
the heel of the foot. 

3. A device of the type set forth in claim 1, wherein 
the fore-and-aft contour of said ridge line is determined 
by the line tangent to the arcs formed by swinging radii 
approximately five inches in length from the axis about 
which the process of the tuberosity of the calcaneus ro 
tates during the normal walking motion of a foot which 
rests upon said footgear and from the center of weight 
on the ball of said foot, the fore part of the latter arc 
being gradually extended to meet the vertical portion of 
the ridge line which extends downwardly along the fore 
part of said protective gear. 

4. A device as set forth in claim 1, including a secur 
ing device for the front part of the foot, said securing de 
vice comprising two pairs of loops, one loop of each 
pair being located on the upper edge of one side of said 
Wedge member near the positions of the metatarsal bone 
of the big toe and the ankle, respectively, of said foot, 
and the other loop of each pair being located at the 
same positions on the upper edge of the other side of 
Said wedge member, a pair of straps, each extending from 
the front loop on one side of said wedge member across 
said foot, through the rear loop on the other side of 
Said wedge member and back to the midsection of the 
instep of said foot, means for securing each of the front 
portions of said straps relative to its associated front loop, 
and means for fastening together the rear ends of said 
straps upon the instep of said foot so that said straps 
force said foot into tight linkage with said platform, 
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5. Protective gear for the foot comprising, in combina 
tion: a substantially horizontal platform for supporting a 
foot, the area of said platform being somewhat larger 
than the area of the sole of said foot; a wedge member, 
the sides of said wedge member supporting and extending 
convergingly downward from said platform to form a 
longitudinal ridge line, the angle between the outer sur 
faces of the wedge sides being between 45 and 100 de 
grees, a vertical projection of said ridge line intersecting 
the line of centers of weight of the foot at the center of 
weight on the ball of the foot and lying proximate and 
outside said line of centers of weight at the center of 
weight on the heel of the foot, the fore-and-aft contour 
of said ridge line being determined by the line tangent to 
the arcs formed by swinging a radius approximately 5 
inches in length from the axis about which the process 
of the tuberosity rotates during the normal walking mo 
tion of a foot which rests upon said footgear and from 
the center of weight on the ball of said foot, the forepart 
of the latter arc being gradually extended to meet the 
vertical portion of the ridge line which etxends down 
wardly along the forepart of said protective footgear; 
and a longitudinal support member substantially rectan 
gular in cross-section and having a longitudinal slot in its 
upper surface into which the ridge and lower portion of 
said wedge member fits, said wedge member being sup 
ported in an upright position by said support member, 
the width of said support member being approximately 
one quarter to one-third the width of Said platform. 

6. Protective gear for the foot comprising, in combi 
nation: a substantially horizontal platform for support 
ing a foot, the area of said platform being roughly simi 
lar in shape but extending somewhat beyond the area of 
the sole of said foot on all sides; a wedge member, the 
sides of said wedge member supporting and extending 
convergingly downward from said platform to form a 
longitudinal ridge, the angle between the outer surfaces 
of the wedge sides being between 45 and 100 degrees, 
said wedge member being filled with filler material adapt 
ed to attenuate shock transmitted through the wedge 
sides, the latter being fabricated from a material resistant 
to penetration by blast-impelled metallic fragments; and 
a longitudinal support member having an upper surface 
formed with a longitudinal slot therein and a substan 
tially flat lower surface, the ridge and lower portion of 
said wedge member fitting into said slot and thus being 
supported in an upright position by said support mem 
ber, the width of said lower surface being approximately 
one-fourth to one-third the width of said platform. 

7. A device as set forth in claim 6, wherein the vertical 
projection of said ridge is a line which intersects the line 
of centers of weight of the foot at the center of weight on 
the ball of the foot and lies proximate and outside of 
said line of centers of weight at the center of weight on 
the heel of the foot. 

8. A device of the type set forth in claim 6, wherein 
the fore-and-aft contour of said ridge is determined by 
the line tangent to the arcs formed by swinging radii ap 
proximately 5 inches in length from the axis about which 
the process of the tuberosity of the calcaneus rotates dur 
ing the normal walking motion of a foot which rests 
upon said footgear and from the center of weight on the 
ball of said foot, the forepart of the latter arc being grad 
ually extended to meet the vertical portion of the ridge 
which extends downwardly along the forepart of said 
protective gear. 

9. A device as set forth in claim 6, including a secur 
ing device for the front part of the foot, said securing 
device comprising two pairs of loops, one loop of each 
pair being located on the upper edge of one side of said 
wedge member near the positions of the metatarsal bone 
of the big toe and the ankle, respectively, of said foot, 
and the other loop of each pair being located at the 
same positions on the upper edge of the other side of 
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6 
said wedge member, a pair of straps, each extending from 
the front loop on one side of said wedge member across 
said foot, through the rear loop on the other side of said 
wedge member and back to the mid-section of the instep 
of said foot, means for securing each of the front por 
tions of said straps relative to its associated front loop, 
and means for fastening together the rear ends of said 
straps upon the instep of said foot so that said straps 
force said foot into tight contact with said platform. 

10. Protective gear for the foot comprising, in com 
bination: a substantially horizontal platform for support 
ing a foot, the area of said platform being roughly sim 
ilar in shape but extending somewhat beyond the area of 
the sole of said foot on all sides; a wedge member, the 
sides of said wedge member supporting and extending 
convergingly downward from Said platform to form a 
longitudinal ridge, the angle between the outer surfaces 
of the wedge sides being between 45 and 100 degrees, 
said wedge member being filled with filler material adapt 
ed to attenuate shock transmitted through the wedge 
sides, the latter being fabricated from a material resistant 
to penetration by blast-impelled metallic fragments, the 
vertical projection of said ridge being a line which inter 
sects the line of centers of weight of the foot at the center 
of weight on the ball of the foot and which lies proxi 
mate and outside of said line of centers of weight at the 
center of weight on the heel of the foot, the fore-and-aft 
contour of said ridge being determined by the line tan 
gent to the arcs formed by swinging a radius approxi 
mately 5 inches in length from the axis about which the 
process of the tuberosity of the calcaneus rotates dur 
ing the normal walking motion of a foot which rests 
upon said footgear and from the center of weight on the 
ball of said foot, the forepart of the latter arc being grad 
ually extended to meet the vertical portion of the ridge 
which extends downwardly along the forepart of said 
protective gear; and a longitudinal support member hav 
ing an upper surface formed with a longitudinal slot 
therein and a substantially flat lower surface, the ridge 
and lower portion of said wedge member fittting into said 
slot and thus being supported in an upright position by 
said support member, the width of said lower surface be 
ing approximately one-fourth to one-third the width of 
said platform. 

11. A device as set forth in claim 10, including a 
securing device for the front part of the foot, said secur 
ing device comprising two pairs of loops, one loop of 
each pair being located on the upper edge of one side of 
Said wedge member near the positions of the metatarsal 
bone of the big toe and the ankle, respectively, of said 
foot, and the other loop of each pair being located at the 
same positions on the upper edge of the other side of said 
wedge member, a pair of straps, each extending from the 
front loop on one side of said wedge member across said 
foot, through the rear loop on the other side of said 
wedge member and back to the mid-section of the instep 
of said foot, means for securing each of the front por 
tions of said straps relative to its associated front loop, 
and means for fastening together the rear ends of said 
straps upon the instep of said foot so that said straps 
force said foot into tight linkage with said platform. 
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